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*Of Dob.zhansky, not of Gexshenson, The latter is "F-E" ’on 
our terminology. 

In D and In 5 have not given single .crossovers.in any of 
our experiments. In R is a long inversion, which gives 
crossovers with scvraI of the others; it is, however, com-
plicated by the presence of ’a 1-3 translocation, with proba-
bly at least three - points of breakage in X. The analysis is 
still incomplete. 

The following crossovers have been obtained and studied: 
B-0 B-Y, E-F, E-Y, F-E, F-Y, O-Y s R-E, R-F, R-0, Y-E and Y-
F. Others can presumably be produced, though several of them 
(such as Y-B) are known, to be Inviable. 

Those studies are being continued, with the object of 
attacking robloms concerning ôrossing-over, disjunction, and 
the somatic effects of duplication and deficiencies. 

Breakage ,oint in x-chromosome for Blond-translocatin 
(T1-2). M. Demoroc - A àortairi proportion of offspring from 
cro.sses with Blond are deficient for the yellow end of the 
x-chromosome frbm the point where the broakago occurred to 
the end of the chromosome. These flies have minute charac-
teristics. In test made with y, ac, br snd pn. yellow, 
achacte and broad showed, in minute flies but --prune did not 
show. This indicates that Dn is not included in th trans10- 
catod piece and that y ac and br ro included. The broakage. 
point, therefore, is .  beti,%reen br and pn.. 

Intorsexcsof D,virilis. G. A. Lebedff - Out of four 
lines of fliesThrdducing’morphologically dIfforent typos of 
intersexos (Ainor.Nat,, 68:68-69, 1934), line 2, producing. in-
tersexes predominantly of the hermaphroditic typo, is still 
segregating. The three other lines are producing practically 
only one type of intorsoxos. - These lines arc: (1) 	like 
intorsexos; (3) intersexes of d’-like tipe retaining ’shpo 
of abdomen; (4) intersoxes of the 	type, F1 I s  from crosses 
between 1 x 3, 1 x 4, and 3 x 4 linos are morphologically 
intermediate between 	lines. F Is from 1 x 3 and 1 x 4 be- 
sides having external and internal genitalia of the o, also 


